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sexy, dark, and beautiful. Combing elements of industrial, metal, trip hop, goth and ambient into a

spectacular sound that evokes pure emotion, decadence, and passion. 5 MP3 Songs METAL: Industrial

Metal, ROCK: Modern Rock Details: alex koffler aka the beauty above: dark-mysterious-sexy early

influences alex's musical foundation and talent, as both composer and musician, began with his eclectic

and intellectual beginnings. being born to ivy league professors nurtured and helped unleash his

inexhaustible lust for knowledge, as, undoubtedly, being the great nephew of the legendary musical

pioneer kurt weill, wielded the strands of alex's musical and artistic auspices. at the budding age of eight,

alex's love affair with the stage began with a performance at madison square garden under the direction

of highly revered choreographer jacques d'amboise. later, at age eleven he would study with famed

musical composer aaron copland, touted as the "pioneer of american music." other interests and

influences alex relentlessly seeks to incorporate his influences and interests into his music. lust, his newly

released ep is an example of alex's brilliant fusion of heavy metal with traditional middle-eastern rhythms.

alex's other strong areas of interests are mysticism, sacred geometry, eastern philosophy and thought,

cultural anthropology, and political science. after being raised in nyc, alex has lived in paris, milan, tokyo,

bali, sedona, arizona, austin, texas, and currently resides in los angeles. travels have led him throughout

africa, europe, north, south, and central america. after a brief stint playing keyboards with a newly

incarnated red temple spirits, alex moved to austin, texas, to begin work on his first solo project, the

beauty above. lust, alex's first solo ep, was recorded in the fall of 2003. in addition to the ep, alex

composed the soundtrack for the forthcoming short film "the path of darkness," which will be released into

the festival circuit in 2004.
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